RESOLUTION - ACTION REQUESTED 2020-153

MEETING: March 24, 2020

TO: The Board of Supervisors

FROM: Mike Healy, Public Works Director

RE: Deem Vehicles as Surplus and Authorize Their Sale at Auction

RECOMMENDATION AND JUSTIFICATION:
Approve the Attached List of Retired or Surplus Vehicles; and Authorize the Public Works Department to Sell These Assets at Auction and Deposit Auction Proceeds in the Appropriate Department Vehicle Replacement Fund Account.

The County has used First Capitol Auction, Inc. of Vallejo, CA as our Vehicle and Equipment Auction Vendor because they pickup and ready our vehicles for Auction and have delivered better revenues than previously used auction vendors that we have had experience with.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF BOARD ACTIONS:
The Board traditionally sells vehicles at auction when they have reached their useful and economic lifecycle.

ALTERNATIVES AND CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE ACTION:
Vehicles will remain out of service and the proceeds received from the sale with be reduced.

FINANCIAL IMPACT:
None, Replacement Vehicles and Equipment are Budgeted through the Vehicle Replacement Plan.

ATTACHMENTS:
Vehicle Retirement List 2020 (PDF)

RESULT: ADOPTED BY CONSENT VOTE [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER: Marshall Long, District III Supervisor
SECONDER: Miles Menetrey, District V Supervisor
AYES: Smallcombe, Jones, Long, Cann, Menetrey
TO: Mike Healy, Director, Public Works and Transportation

FROM: Brad Jouett, Fleet Maintenance Manager

SUBJECT: Auction / Retired Vehicles and Equipment List

The following is a list of County vehicles and equipment; retired and/or wrecked that are recommended for auction sale.

FIRE:
E-0293 1978 Ford F-8000 1,000 Gallon Fire Eng. (35k miles) Runs (aged-out)
E-6881 1973 IHC 1,000 Gallon Fire Eng. (68k miles) Runs (aged-out)
R-3235 1994 Chevy C3500 Rescue (35k miles) Runs (aged-out)

SHERIFF:
SO-442 2006 Dodge1500 Patrol (203k miles) Runs (age/miles) Replaced by SO-471

PROBATION:
PD-11 2008 Chevy Impala (69k miles) Runs (age) Replaced by PD-20

HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES:
W-16 2002 Chevy Impala (150k miles) Runs (age/miles) Replaced by HS-16
BH-10 2007 Ford Focus (137k miles) Runs (age/miles) Replaced by HS-17

PUBLIC WORKS:
ROADS-
2500 2006 Ford F-550 (140k miles) Head gasket (age/miles) Replaced by R-1804
932 1993 GMC Kodiak Dump (150k miles) Runs (age/miles) Replaced by R-2001
914 1991 White/GMC Dump (93k miles) Runs (age/miles) Replaced by R-2002

SHERIFF SUPPLEMENTAL:
SO-101 2007 Chevy Impala (116k miles) Runs (ENT.) Replaced by SO-2005
SO-102 2011 Ford Expedition (91k miles) Runs (ENT.) Replaced by SO-2006
SO-103 2008 Chevy Impala (119k miles) Runs (ENT.) Replaced by SO-2007
SO-104  2008 Chevy Impala (92k miles) Runs (ENT.) Replaced by SO-2008
SO-105  2011 Ford Expedition (50k miles) Runs (ENT.) Replaced by SO-2009
SO-106  2012 Chevy Impala (65k miles) Runs (ENT.) Replaced by SO-2010
SO-107  2008 Ford F-150 (130k miles) Runs (ENT.) Replaced by SO-2011
SO-109  2003 Ford Expedition (105k miles) Runs (ENT.) Replaced by SO-2012
SO-120  2009 Ford F-150 (120k miles) Runs (ENT.) Replaced by SO-2013